Your Digital Transformation Partner

AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION

PACKAGED OFFERS

As more organizations are digitally transforming themselves, the cloud is a key part of their
journey. By migrating to the cloud, organizations can leverage benefits such as cost-effectiveness,
scalability, and security. Optimus Information assesses where you are now, where you want to be,
and how to get you there.
Optimus Information has developed three packaged offerings that can jump-start your Azure cloud
migration journey using Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption Framework.

CLOUD MIGRATION JOURNEY

ASSESSMENT
DELIVERABLES
• Documented assessment of
your current application
• Documented motivations,
business outcomes, and
business case

2 WEEKS
$10,000

STRATEGY & ROADMAP
DELIVERABLES
• Documented assessment,
strategy, and 4-6 week roadmap
• Risk Assessment

3-4 WEEKS
$25,000*

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
DELIVERABLES
• Presence on Azure
• Limited number of servers,
applications, and databases are
“lifted and shifted” from your onprem (or private cloud provider)
data center into Azure.
• System is demonstrated to
function as expected and is
able to showcase some of the
non-functional features of the
cloud (ex. scaling, security, high
availability, etc.)
• Learnings document that
captures lessons learned from
the proof-of-concept

3-4 WEEKS
$25,000

*The 2 week assessment is included in this offer

Optimus is a Managed Microsoft Partner & Cloud Solution Provider
with seven Gold Competencies and deep Azure technical expertise.
Leveraging an experienced Microsoft partner like Optimus can save you
time and money, and ensure a successful data strategy.

Email us at info@optimusinfo.com to set up a
complimentary 1 hour consultation.
WWW.OPTIMUSINFO.COM
VANCOUVER • NEW DELHI

Your Digital Transformation Partner

AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION

ASSESSMENT

As more organizations are digitally transforming themselves, the cloud is a key part of
their journey. By migrating to the cloud, organizations can leverage benefits such as costeffectiveness, scalability, and security. Using Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption Framework, Optimus
Information assesses where you are now and how you can align your business objectives to
your cloud adoption plan. This leads to a smooth and value-focused roadmap for our clients’
successful migration to Azure cloud.
Performing a thorough assessment of where you are now and where you want to eventually be
is the first crucial step in the cloud migration journey.

AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION ASSESSMENT

OUR APPROACH
• Assess your business motivations, objectives, timelines and constraints using Microsoft’s Cloud
Adoption Framework
• Assess your organization’s structure and skills readiness
• Complete a high-level inventory of your existing “digital estate”
• Assist in creating a business case for the migration journey
• Assist in deciding the next steps
• Formulate a high-level strategy and suggest a suitable first candidate for migration based on the
assessment

OUTCOMES

DELIVERABLES

• Aligned organization and stakeholders
• High-level strategy highlighting the current
situation, visibility into desired end-state, and
an outline on how to bridge the gap

• Documented assessment of your current
application
• Documented motivations, business outcomes,
and business case

2 WEEKS | $10,000

Optimus is a Managed Microsoft Partner & Cloud Solution Provider
with seven Gold Competencies and deep Azure technical expertise.
Leveraging an experienced Microsoft partner like Optimus can save you
time and money, and ensure a successful cloud adoption.

Email us at info@optimusinfo.com to set up a
complimentary 1 hour consultation.
WWW.OPTIMUSINFO.COM
VANCOUVER • NEW DELHI
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AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION

ASSESSMENT, STRATEGY, & ROADMAP
As more organizations are digitally transforming themselves, cloud is a key part of
their journey. By migrating to the cloud, organizations can leverage benefits such as costeffectiveness, scalability, and security. Using Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption Framework, Optimus
Information provides you with an assessment, strategy, and roadmap, aligned with your
business objectives around your cloud adoption plan.
Having an assessment, strategy, and roadmap to assist in your journey is essential in achieving a
successful cloud adoption outcome.

AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION ASSESSMENT, STRATEGY, & ROADMAP
OUR APPROACH
• Conduct a strategic assessment of where you are now, where you want to go, and why (business
motivation) using Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption Framework
• Complete a detailed “digital estate” audit
• Analyze organizational alignment and skills readiness
• Develop a cloud adoption plan, resources, timelines, budgets

OUTCOMES

DELIVERABLES

• Strategy, plan, and roadmap based on your
objectives and priorities
• Accelerated migration by eliminating
roadblocks to migration and improving
processes
• Aligned organization and stakeholders
• Best practices in place for Azure readiness

• Documented assessment, strategy, and
migration roadmap
• 90 day plan
• Skills readiness plan
• Risk assessment

3 - 4 WEEKS | $25,000

Optimus is a Managed Microsoft Partner & Cloud Solution Provider
with seven Gold Competencies and deep Azure technical expertise.
Leveraging an experienced Microsoft partner like Optimus can save you
time and money, and ensure a successful cloud adoption.

Email us at info@optimusinfo.com to set up a
complimentary 1 hour consultation.
WWW.OPTIMUSINFO.COM
VANCOUVER • NEW DELHI
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AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT

As more organizations are digitally transforming themselves, the cloud is a key part of their
journey. By migrating to the cloud, organizations can leverage benefits such as cost-effectiveness,
scalability, and security. Using Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption Framework, Optimus Information
aligns your business objectives with your cloud adoption plan. This delivers a smooth Azure cloud
migration that delivers value.
Once it is decided that action is required, a proof-of-concept is a good way of taking a “test ride” to
see what the rest of the journey will look like.

AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
OUR APPROACH
• Lay the foundation of all future work with the POC using the previous assessment, roadmap, and
plan as a guide
• Create an initial “Landing Zone” to establish a presence within the cloud and provides a safe space
with appropriate guard rails, budget constraints, monitoring and governance processes in place
• Organize resources, determine responsibilities, and start work
• Gather and internalize lessons learned once the work is completed

OUTCOMES

DELIVERABLES

• Accelerated migration by eliminating
roadblocks to migration and improving
processes
• Aligned organization and stakeholders
• Best practices in place for Azure Readiness

• Presence on Azure
• Limited number of servers, applications, and
databases are “lifted and shifted” from your
on-prem (or private cloud provider) data center
into Azure.
• System is demonstrated to function as
expected and is able to showcase some of
the non-functional features of the cloud (ex.
scaling, security, high availability, etc.)
• Learnings document that captures lessons
learned from the proof-of-concept

3 - 4 WEEKS | $25,000

Optimus is a Managed Microsoft Partner & Cloud Solution Provider
with seven Gold Competencies and deep Azure technical expertise.
Leveraging an experienced Microsoft partner like Optimus can save you
time and money, and ensure a successful cloud adoption.

Email us at info@optimusinfo.com to set up a
complimentary 1 hour consultation.
WWW.OPTIMUSINFO.COM
VANCOUVER • NEW DELHI

